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VEHICLE FLEET WORK ORDER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority under

35 U.S.C. § 119(e) to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/536,982, filed on

September 20, 201 1, entitled "VEHICLE FLEET WORK ORDER MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Route selection or optimization has applications in vehicle routing,

printed wire circuit layout, chip design and layout, and biological activities. Trucking

and other vehicle fleets, for instance, select vehicle routes to deliver goods to

various destinations. Similarly, transportation companies route vehicles to pick up

and drop off passengers. In addition to land-based vehicles, route selection can

also be used for ship, airplane, and rail transport route scheduling.

[0003] A typical route selection problem is to reduce or minimize the

distance traveled or time spent traveling. Route selection problems might consider

such factors as a number of turns in a given route, a number of intersections, speed

limits, bridge crossings, and the like. Algorithms modeled using concepts from

graph theory are often used to select routes.

SUMMARY

[0004] For purposes of summarizing the disclosure, certain aspects,

advantages and novel features of the inventions have been described herein. It is

to be understood that not necessarily all such advantages can be achieved in

accordance with any particular embodiment of the inventions disclosed herein.

Thus, the inventions disclosed herein can be embodied or carried out in a manner

that achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein

without necessarily achieving other advantages as can be taught or suggested

herein.



includes the realization that when a vehicle fleet professional, such as a dispatcher,

is monitoring operations of a vehicle fleet benefits can be provided by automatically

comparing the actual progress of vehicles within the fleet with the preplanned routes

for those vehicles. For example, a dispatcher might manually generate routes for

vehicles in a fleet or may use a software solution for automatically generating routes

for the vehicles in the fleet. The drivers of each vehicle would follow the manually or

automatically generated routes, which may include a number of different stops over

the day. During operation of some vehicle fleets, the progress of each driver is

determined at certain times of the day, for example, when the driver calls into the

fleet management professional to report location or other information such as stops

completed or stops missed.

[0006] This technique of tracking progress of vehicles within a fleet can

require many phone calls and a substantial amount of manual work in tracking

progress. Further, when it is determined that a driver has missed a call, a stop, or

an appointment, the fleet management professional may be required to alter the

day's routing of the vehicle that missed an appointment and/or alter the routes of

other vehicles in an attempt to avoid failing to achieve the goals or functions of the

scheduled stop that might be missed.

[0007] An aspect of at least one of the inventions disclosed herein

includes the realization that by automatically comparing progress of vehicles in a

fleet with the predetermined routes, vehicle fleet management professionals can

more quickly act to avoid missed stops and the associated potential losses,

including lost income from failing to conduct a planned transaction or failing to meet

a customer's expectations. Further benefits can be achieved with the optional

techniques for comparing actual progress with the preplanned route. For example,

a preplanned route can have a predicted cost associated with it. For example, a

cost calculation software application can be used to calculate the expected fuel

consumption of a vehicle along a preplanned route in addition to predicting times of

the day when the vehicle will reach certain points along a route. Optionally, a

routing progression system and method could use engine diagnostic data from an



fuel consumption with the predicted fuel consumption. These and other

comparisons can be provided to a vehicle fleet management professional over the

course of a day, in various ways, so as to provide the professional with more timely

notifications of the progress of vehicles. Such notifications can assist the vehicle

fleet management professional in avoiding losses and rescheduling stops.

[0008] In accordance with some embodiments, a system for monitoring

progress of a plurality of vehicles in a vehicle fleet can comprise a routing module

configured to generate at least one predetermined route for at least one of the

vehicles. Additionally, a progress monitoring module can be configured to

determine an actual status of the at least one vehicle and to compare the actual

status to an expected status of the vehicle along the predetermined route.

[0009] In some embodiments, a method for monitoring the progress of a

plurality of vehicles in a vehicle fleet can comprise determining an actual status of at

least one vehicle in a vehicle fleet, determining and expected status of the at least

one vehicle along a predetermined route, determining a difference between the

expected status and the actual status, and reporting the difference to a user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The features of various embodiments disclosed herein are

described below with reference to the drawings. Throughout the drawings,

reference numbers are re-used to indicate correspondence between referenced

elements. The drawings are provided to illustrate embodiments described herein

and not to limit the scope thereof.

[001 1] FIGURE 1 illustrates an embodiment of a vehicle management

system.

[0012] FIGURE 2 illustrates an embodiment of a routing module usable

with the system of FIGURE 1.

[0013] FIGURE 3 illustrates an embodiment of an overall routing system

process executable by the routing module of FIGURE 2 .

[0014] FIGURE 4 illustrates an embodiment of a user interface display for

outputting routes calculated using custom street classifications.



process executable by a progress monitoring module.

[0016] FIGURE 6 illustrates a further embodiment of a progress

monitoring process.

[0017] FIGURE 7 illustrates a graphical user interface which can be used

to reports progress to a user.

[0018] FIGURE 8 illustrates a further graphical user interface which can be

used to report progress to a user.

[0019] FIGURE 9 illustrates a graphical user interface including clustered

indication of progress.

[0020] FIGURE 10 is an enlargement of a portion of the graphical user

interface of FIGURE 9 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

I . Introduction

[0021] Street classification can be used to assist in selecting routes for

fleet vehicles and provide a way to limit the number of links that may be considered

for determining a route. Traditional functional hierarchy classifications (e.g.,

NAVTEQ's road classification) are one size fits all classifications, not customized to

different customer fleets, and can be used with some success for routing fleet

vehicles. These traditional functional hierarchy classifications, however, may

provide less flexibility, accuracy, and control than may be desirable. For example, a

traditional functional hierarchy classification can rank roundabouts and ramps as

minor streets. When such a classification ranking is used in routing, streets such as

roundabouts and ramps can be excluded as potential streets for use in a route since

the roundabouts and ramps may be considered too minor for inclusion, missing

potentially important route options for certain fleets.

[0022] Advantageously, this disclosure describes embodiments where

custom classifications are determined for streets of a network of streets. The

custom classifications can be determined based at least in part on one or more

custom routes satisfying one or more constraints that are calculated on the network

of streets. A score indicative of a hierarchical ranking, degree of importance, or



custom routes and stored as a custom classification for each street. In turn, the

custom classifications can be used to efficiently calculate routes for hundreds or

thousands of vehicles of a fleet of vehicles in a short time. The custom

classifications can provide indications of custom uses or values of streets for routing

particular fleets of vehicles.

[0023] The features described herein may also be implemented for non-

fleet vehicles, such as in personal vehicle navigation systems. However, for ease of

illustration, the remainder of this disclosure will describe routing systems in the

context of vehicle fleets, such as fleets of service vehicles, trucks, taxis, other

transportation vehicles, emergency vehicles, and the like.

II. Vehicle Management System Overview

[0024] FIGURE 1 illustrates an embodiment of a computing environment

100 for implementing an example vehicle management system 150. Among other

features, the fleet management module 125, can include a progress monitoring

module (not shown). The progress monitoring module can be configured to monitor

the progress of assets were vehicles along predetermined routes and report

progress to a user, such as a fleet vehicle management professional or dispatcher

operating the management device 135. Optionally, the progress monitoring module

can be configured to compare a status of an asset at a particular time and compare

that actual status with expected status of the assets at that same particular time,

according to the predetermined route. Further, in some optional embodiments, the

progress monitoring module can further be configured to determine a magnitude of

a difference between the actual status and the expected status, then report that the

threshold is exceeded to a user. The operation of the progress monitoring module is

described in greater detail below, with reference to Figures 5 - 10 . Additionally, the

vehicle management system 150 can determine custom street classifications for

streets of a network of streets and perform vehicle routing on the network of streets

using the custom classifications.



105A...1 05N and management devices 135 communicate with the vehicle

management system 150 over a network 145. The in-vehicle devices 105 can

include computing devices installed in fleet vehicles. These devices 105 can include

navigation functionality, routing functionality, and the like. The in-vehicle devices

105 can receive route information and other information from the vehicle

management system 150. In addition, the in-vehicle devices 105 can report

information to the vehicle management system 150, such as driver location, vehicle

sensor data, vehicle status (e.g., maintenance, tire pressure, or the like), and so

forth. Example user interfaces for in-vehicle devices 105 are described further

below with respect to FIGURE 4 .

[0026] The management devices 135 can be computing devices used by

dispatchers, fleet managers, administrators, or other users to manage different

aspects of the vehicle management system 150. For example, a user of a

management device 135 can access the vehicle management system 150 to

generate routes, dispatch vehicles and drivers, and perform other individual vehicle

or fleet management functions. With the management devices 135, users can

access and monitor vehicle information obtained from one or more of the in-vehicle

devices 105 by the vehicle management system 150. Such vehicle status

information can include data on vehicle routes used, stops, speed, vehicle feature

usage (such as power takeoff device usage), driver behavior and performance,

vehicle emissions, vehicle maintenance, energy usage, and the like. In some

embodiments, the management devices 135 are in fixed locations, such as at a

dispatch center. The management devices 135 can also be used by administrators

in the field, and may include mobile devices, laptops, tablets, smartphones, personal

digital assistants (PDAs), desktops, or the like. Example user interfaces for

management devices 135 are described below in detail with respect to FIGURE 4 .

[0027] The vehicle management system 150 can be implemented by one

or more physical computing devices, such as servers. These servers can be

physically co-located or can be geographically separate, for example, in different

data centers. In one embodiment, the vehicle management system 150 is



management system 150 can be a cloud-implemented platform hosted in one or

more virtual servers and/or physical servers accessible to users over the Internet or

other network 145. In the depicted embodiment, the vehicle management system

150 includes a routing module 110 , a mapping module 115 , a workforce

management module 120, an integration module 130, a dispatch module 140, and a

fleet management module 125. These components can, but need not, be integrated

together on a common software or hardware platform.

[0028] The fleet management module 125 can include functionality for

generating, rendering, or otherwise displaying a vehicle management user interface.

The vehicle management user interface can include a map or list of vehicles that

depicts symbols or other data representative of vehicles.

[0029] As used herein, the terms "output a user interface for presentation

to a user," "presenting a user interface to a user," and the like, in addition to having

their ordinary meaning, can also mean (among other things) transmitting user

interface information over a network, such that a user device can actually display the

user interface.

[0030] The fleet management module 125 can communicate with the

mapping module 115 to obtain mapping data, which the fleet management module

125 can include in the vehicle management user interface. The mapping data can

be compressed, transmitted, re-rendered, and displayed on the management user

interface. Other data can also be overlaid to enhance the map and management

layout. The mapping module 115 can be a geographic information system (GIS) in

one embodiment. The fleet management module 125 can also access vehicle

status data based on telematics data obtained from the in-vehicle devices 105N.

The telematics data can include such data as location or speed information obtained

using GPS or cellular tower triangulation (or other methods), vehicle sensor data,

solid state inertial information, or any other data that can be obtained from a vehicle,

its engine, or the like (including other sensors such as passenger seat sensors to

detect the presence of passengers and so forth).



described above. In addition, the routing module 110 can construct pre-dispatch or

post-dispatch routes for vehicles based on any of a variety of routing algorithms,

such as those disclosed in U.S. Publication No. 201 0/01 53005, filed December 8 ,

2009, and entitled "System and Method for Efficient Routing on a Network in the

Presence of Multiple-Edge Restrictions and Other Constraints," the disclosure of

which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. The routing module 110

can automatically select routes that take into account factors that affect energy

usage using the techniques described in U.S. Publication No. 201 1/0238457, filed

November 24, 201 0 , and entitled "Vehicle Route Selection Based on Energy

Usage," the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

In addition, the routing module 110 can perform the street classification and routing

processes discussed below in detail with respect to FIGURE 3 .

[0032] The integration module 130 can facilitate integration of the vehicle

management system 150 with other systems, such as fuel card systems, payroll

systems, supply chain system, insurance systems, and the like. The dispatch

module 140 can provide functionality for users of the management devices 135 to

assign drivers and vehicles to routes selected by the routing module 110 .

[0033] The illustrated network 145 may be a LAN, a WAN, the Internet,

combinations of the same, or the like. For ease of illustration, the vehicle

management system 150 has been depicted as a centralized system. However, in

other implementations, at least some of the functionality of the vehicle management

system 150 is implemented in other devices. Other possible implementations of the

vehicle management system 150 can include many more or fewer components than

those shown in FIGURE 1.

III. Routing Module Embodiments

[0034] Turning to FIGURE 2 , an embodiment of a routing module 200 is

shown. The routing module 200 is a more detailed embodiment of the routing

module 110 described above and includes all the features thereof. The routing

module 200 can classify streets of a network of streets in a geographic region and



network of streets. The management devices 135 and in-vehicle devices 105 of

FIGURE 1 are also shown communicating with the routing module 200 over the

network 145.

[0035] In the depicted embodiment, the routing module 200 includes a

street classification module 205, waypoints module 2 10 , a vehicle characteristics

module 2 15 , a vehicle location module 220, a route calculation module 225, a

calculated route output module 230, and a communication module 235. The routing

module 200 can also include one or more parameter databases or data repositories

240 for storage of information regarding various road parameters, such as, but not

limited to, speed limits, one-way vs. two-way information, traffic signal and traffic

sign information (e.g., estimated wait times for different times of the day), road

hazard or closure information, construction information, and traffic information (e.g.,

congestions, detours and accident), and the like.

[0036] The waypoints module 2 10 can access waypoint data useful for

constructing a route. The waypoint data can include a starting location, a target or

destination location, intermediate waypoint locations, landmarks, and the like. The

starting and ending location as well as possibly other waypoints can be input by a

user of a management device 135. At least some of the waypoints data can also be

provided to the waypoints module 2 10 from the mapping module 115 described

above.

[0037] The vehicle characteristics module 2 15 can store vehicle

characteristics regarding vehicles in a fleet. These characteristics can be input by a

user, for instance. The vehicle characteristics can include, but are not limited to,

vehicle energy type based on energy consumption (e.g., gasoline-powered, electric,

hybrid, or alternative fuel), vehicle class (e.g., passenger vehicle, commercial truck

or trailer, bus), vehicle dimensions, vehicle weight (e.g., unloaded or loaded,

estimated or actual), vehicle capacity, vehicle energy functions (e.g., energy

regeneration capabilities, limitations on range), maintenance history, and the like.

[0038] The vehicle location module 220 can determine location

information for each vehicle in the fleet. In one embodiment, this location



location information can include a latitude component, a longitude component, and

an elevation component. The location information can be manually input by a user

or can be automatically determined from Global Positioning System (GPS)

functionality of the in-vehicle devices 105 or within a mobile device (e.g., a phone)

carried by an operator of the vehicle.

[0039] The route calculation module 225 can determine one or more

alternative feasible, or candidate, routes from a starting waypoint to a destination

waypoint. The feasible routes can be determined using one or more initial searching

algorithms based on one or more initial criteria, factors or variables (e.g., distance

and/or estimated transit time) to trim down the search space to exclude

unreasonable routes. The feasible routes can be determined based on input

received from the waypoints module 2 10 , the vehicle characteristics module 2 15 ,

the vehicle location module 220, and/or the parameter database 240. In some

embodiments, the route calculation module 225 determines custom routes between

waypoint locations based on custom data. The custom routes can, in turn, be used

by the street classification module 205 to classify streets of the custom routes for

use in efficiently determining how to route fleet vehicles.

[0040] The route selection determination methods will be described in

more detail below; however, any number of search algorithms or methods can be

used without departing from the spirit and/or scope of the disclosure, including but

not limited to, breadth-first algorithms, depth-first algorithms, best-first algorithms,

Djikstra's algorithm, the Hungarian (Munkres) algorithm, the A* algorithm, Traveling

Salesman-related algorithms, linear programming algorithms, and combinations or

modifications of the same. Moreover, any number of data structures can be used to

implement the algorithms (e.g., graphs, trees, heaps, stacks, queues, priority

queues, combinations of the same, and/or the like). One example search algorithm

used to generate feasible routes or optimal routes based on a cost function is

described in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 201 0/01 53005, filed on

December 8 , 2009, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its

entirety.



classifications at least in part based on custom routes calculated by the route

calculation module 225. The street classification module 205 can receive custom

routes calculated by the route calculation module 225 and analyze the custom

routes to determine custom classifications, such as a score indicative of a

hierarchical ranking, degree of importance, or suitability of streets for routing fleet

vehicles. In some embodiments, the classification can be further based on spatial

or topological relationships to other streets for routing, in addition to the class of the

streets based on a street's federal or state highway status and the like, number of

lanes, or other attributes of streets. The street classification module 205 can store

the classifications in the parameter database 240 or outside the routing module 200

via storage connected to the network 145.

[0042] In addition, the route calculation module 225 can access and

receive street classifications from the street classification module 205, the

parameter database 240, or other storage connected to the network 145. The

accessed and received street classifications can depend on a characteristic of a

routing request (e.g., the fleet vehicle type to be routed, service level selected by the

requestor, customer identification code, etc.) for a particular fleet of vehicles.

[0043] The route calculation module 225 can further use the street

classifications to limit streets of the network that are considered for routing fleet

vehicles. For instance, streets having a higher classification score indicative of a

higher hierarchical ranking can be considered for longer distances or routes. On the

other hand, streets having a classification score indicative of a lower hierarchical

ranking can be considered for short distances or routes. In other embodiments, the

route calculation module 225 can instead use the street classifications to weight the

consideration of streets, determine degree of importance of streets, or predict

function or uses of streets, among other possibilities.

[0044] The calculated route output module 230 can output the one or

more routes identified by the route calculation module 225. The routes can be

output to a vehicle-based display unit, a handheld mobile device, and/or to a remote

location over the network 145 (e.g., the client computing device 135, the dispatch



output feedback to a driver (e.g., directions, instructions, warnings, alerts, alarms).

For example, the calculated route output module 230 can output a real-time

suggested driving route modification based on traffic or weather conditions. The

output feedback can include voice commands, audible alerts, and/or on-screen text

or graphics. The feedback can advantageously change driver behavior to improve

energy efficiency and reduce energy use. In some embodiments, the calculated

route output module 230 is in communication with, and controls operation of, a

display device and/or one or more audio devices.

[0045] In some embodiments, the calculated route output module 230

generates audible instructions or signals, thereby permitting a user of an in-vehicle

device 105 to follow a route to a destination. Such signals may include, for

example, beeps or tones that are generated when a driver approaches a pertinent

intersection, or may include verbal directions, such as "turn left ahead." In some

embodiments, the verbal directions are in a language the user understands, such as

English or French, and the language can be changed by the user of the system

based on their personal preferences. Further, in certain embodiments, the voice

used to express the verbal directions can be changed without changing the

language of the verbal directions.

[0046] The communication module 235 can facilitate communication by

and with the routing module 200 over the network 145. In some embodiments, the

communication module 235 receives data from the network 145 and transmits data

to the management device 135 and to the in-vehicle devices 105. The

communication module 235 can provide the route calculation module 225 with

access to network resources or information databases, such as traffic and weather

web sites, over the network 145.

[0047] The parameter database 240 can include one or more storage

databases or other data repositories. In addition to storing the various road

parameters described above, the parameter database can store any data that may

be used to determine the costs of routes or portions of routes (e.g., legs). The

parameter database 240 can be in communication with the route calculation module



classification module 205. In some embodiments, the parameter database 240 can

be communicatively coupled to the network 145. As one example, the parameter

database 240 can include look-up tables of information related to street

classification data sets comprising street classifications. The look-up information

can take characteristics of routing requests as inputs and enable look-ups of

corresponding street classification data for use in routing calculations, for example.

As another example, the parameter database 240 can store custom data as

discussed in this disclosure for use in classifying streets.

[0048] In other embodiments, the parameter database(s) 240 or other

data repositories can reside on the client computing device 135, at the dispatch

center 140, within a vehicle 105, or at other remote locations communicatively

coupled to the network 145.

IV. Overall Routing System Process

[0049] With reference to FIGURE 3 , an embodiment of an overall routing

system process 300 executable by the routing module 200 is illustrated. In certain

embodiments, the routing module 200 can determine a score indicative of a

hierarchical ranking of streets in a network of streets in a region by calculating

custom routes on network of streets. In some embodiments, the routing module 200

can exclude streets of network of streets from consideration for a route or portion of

route based on the score or hierarchical ranking. As a result of trimming down the

search space, the routing module 200 can perform faster calculation of routes and

enable more direct and efficient determination of routes than using some other

methods.

[0050] At block 305, the route calculation module 225 receives custom

data to classify streets of a network of streets in a geographic region. The custom

data can include navigation or routing data used to influence the classification of

streets. The custom data can, for example, include physical or legal restrictions

relating to vehicles types, street travel limits, route stop requirements, geography

like hills and bridges, weight capacities of roads, weather imposed road limitations,



other possibilities. Moreover, the custom data can include an indication of a type of

fleet vehicle to be routed, such as an automobile, semi-trailer, or hazardous waste

truck. In addition, the custom data can include an indication of a route optimization

approach, such as time optimization, fuel optimization, or distance optimization.

Further, the custom data can include an indication of route conditions to avoid, such

as tolls, ferries, borders, or the like. In certain embodiments, the custom data is

customized to different customers or users of the vehicle management system 150.

[0051] The custom data can be received from the parameter database

240 or over the network 145 from different devices, such as management devices

135 or in-vehicle devices 105. For example, the route calculation module 225 can

receive from in-vehicle devices 105 an indication of the type of vehicle in which the

in-vehicle devices 105 are installed and use the indication as part of the received

custom data. In certain embodiments, the custom data can be initially provided by a

manager of the routing module 200 or a route calculation request, and the custom

data can then be supplemented or updated by the initial source or other providers of

custom data.

[0052] At block 3 10 , based on the custom data, custom routes are

calculated on the network of streets between waypoint locations by the route

calculation module 225. The route calculation module 225 can generate custom

routes using one or more initial criteria, variables, or factors indicated by the custom

data. In some embodiments, the custom data is used to influence the calculation of

custom routes between sets of two waypoint locations on the network of streets.

The custom routes can be generated using a route optimization approach indicated

in the custom data. In some embodiments, the route calculation module 225 can

utilize some custom data and disregard other custom data, and thereby increase the

processing speed for determining the custom routes. Moreover, in certain

embodiments, the custom routes are calculated for street classification purposes

and not for navigation purposes.

[0053] At block 3 15 , classifications for each street of the network of streets

are determined based at least in part on the custom routes, for example, by the



assigned score indicative of a hierarchical ranking of streets of the custom routes for

calculating routes of different lengths for fleet vehicles. Various approaches can be

utilized to determine the classifications, for example, including determining distances

between streets and waypoint locations of custom routes or a frequency of

occurrences of streets in custom routes. In some embodiments, the classifications

are determined for some streets of the network but not others. Such an approach

can facilitate parallel processing in classifying streets or permit an update of

classifications for only a portion of the network.

[0054] At block 320, the determined classifications are stored by the street

classification module 205 in a database, such as the parameter database 240. The

classifications can be stored using a look-up table or other storage approach to

facilitate access of the classification data for use in calculating routes.

[0055] At block 325, the route calculation module 225 calculates routes for

vehicles of a fleet of vehicles using the stored classifications. The route

classification module 225 can initially access the classifications stored in the

parameter database 240 and associate the classifications with the streets of the

network. Further, the route classification module 225 can access the waypoints

module 2 10 for waypoint data, including starting locations, target or destination

locations, intermediate waypoint locations, landmarks, and the like for the routes.

The vehicle characteristics module 2 15 can provide vehicle characteristics regarding

vehicles in the fleet, and the vehicle location module 220 can determine location

information for each vehicle in the fleet.

[0056] The route calculation module 225 can then generate feasible, or

candidate, routes based one or more initial criteria, variables, or factors. For

example, the feasible routes can be generated based on shortest distance or

estimated transit time. Feasible routes can also include routes having a

characteristic within a predefined percentage of the "best" route, such as a route

having a time or distance within about 1% , within about 5%, or within about 10% of

the calculated best route.



one or more other initial search algorithms to provide an initial reduction of the total

number of possible routes to further trim down the search space. For example, the

initial reduction can narrow down the possible routes to exclude highly improbable

routes. The initial search algorithms can include, for example, Djikstra's algorithm,

Munkres (Hungarian) algorithm, breadth-first algorithms, depth-first algorithms, best-

first algorithms, and/or the like. In some embodiments, heuristic search techniques

(such as A* search or other such techniques) can be implemented to narrow down

the time and complexity of the search for routes.

[0058] At block 330, the calculated route output module 230 outputs

calculated routes to navigation devices associated with vehicles of the fleet of

vehicles for presentation to vehicle driver. The navigation devices for instance can

include an in-vehicle device 105 or handheld mobile device of a driver, for instance.

V. Street Classification Processes

[0059] The computing environment 100 can include a street classification

module, such as the street classification related system components and methods

disclosed in US patent application number, the entire contents of which is hereby

incorporated by reference.

[0060] Turning to FIGURE 4 , an embodiment of a user interface 1050 for

outputting routes calculated using street classifications by with custom data is

illustrated. The user interface 1050 can be part of one or more navigation devices

associated with the plurality of vehicles, such as management devices 135 or in-

vehicle devices 105. The map display 1052 of the user interface 1050 can present

a street map with visual aids or directions that update in real time as the driver

travels, thereby showing the driver's progress. The map display 1052 can display

one or more routes, which may include one or more intermediate stops. The visual

aids can include arrows or similar colored lines overlaid over a street map.

[0061] The user interface 1050 can include, but is not limited to, an LCD

display, a heads-up display, an LED display, a 2D display, and/or a 3D display to

instruct a user of the system which way to travel. In some embodiments, images

displayed on the map display 1052 simulate motion, such as a vehicle traveling



some embodiments the user can input his current and destination locations, can

update costs for given streets or routes, or can change his destination en route.

[0062] In some embodiments, the routing module 200 and the user

interface 1050 are integrated into a vehicle navigation system or similar system. For

example, in some embodiments, the visual outputs of the calculated route output

module 230 are output via the vehicle's in-dash video display, and/or the audio

outputs of the calculated route output module 230 are output via the car's audio

speakers. In other embodiments, the user interface 1050 is integrated within a

mobile handheld device in communication with the network 145. In some

embodiments, a vehicle or similar device is controlled directly by the routing module

200.

VI. Progress Monitoring

[0063] As noted above, the vehicle management system 150 can include

a progress monitoring module, included in the fleet management module 125, or

another one of the modules illustrated in Figure 1. Other configurations can also be

used.

[0064] In some embodiments, the progress monitoring module can refer to

a predetermined route, such as the route described above and illustrated in Figure

4 . Although only one route is illustrated in Figure 4 , the routing module 200 can be

configured to generate a plurality of routes for a corresponding plurality of vehicles

of a vehicle fleet. Thus, in such embodiments, the progress monitoring module can

refer to such a plurality of predetermined routes for purposes of monitoring progress

of vehicles along those routes.

[0065] For example, under certain conditions of use, the routing module

200 might be used to generate all of the routes for all of the vehicles in the fleet to

be followed for one day of operation. The progress monitoring module can be

configured to track the progress of each of those vehicles along their respective

predetermined routes and to report progress to a user using, for example, one of the

management devices 135 (Figure 1) .



configured to compare the actual progress of one or more of the vehicles along their

respective predetermined routes with the expected progress of those vehicles along

their respective predetermined routes. The progress monitoring module can be

configured to calculate a magnitude of the difference between the actual progress

and the expected progress and to compare that difference to a predetermined

threshold. For example, the progress monitoring module can be configured to allow

a user to input a threshold of different that, when exceeded, will cause the progress

monitoring module to output a corresponding report to the user indicating that the

threshold is exceeded. For example, such reports could include highlighting and

identification of a particular vehicle, or the calculated value itself that has exceeded

the predetermined threshold.

[0067] With reference to Figure 4 , and embodiments of a progress

monitoring process 1200 executable by progress monitoring module is illustrated. In

some embodiments, the process 1200 can determine actual status of an asset at a

reference time, identified as Time 1. For example, in operation block 1205, the

progress monitoring module can access the location of an asset, such as a vehicle

of a vehicle of a fleet using GPS technology, or other locating techniques. Such

techniques are well known in the art and are not described further herein. After the

operation block 1205, the process 1200 can move on to operation block 12 10 .

[0068] In operation block 12 10 , the progress monitoring module can

determine the expected status of the vehicle at Time 1 in the predetermined route.

For example, the predetermined route can be the route described above with

reference to Figure 4 . Embedded in the predetermined route is a timeline indicating

the acted location of the vehicle at particular times. Thus, the progress monitoring

module can extract the relevant location as corresponding to the Time 1. After the

operation block 12 10 , the process 1200 can move on to operation block 12 15 .

[0069] In the operation block 12 15 , the process 1200 can compare the

actual status determined in operation block 1205 with the expected status of the

vehicle determined in operation block 12 10 . For example, the progress monitoring

module can compare the actual location of the vehicle at Time 1 with the expected



embodiment, the progress monitoring module calculates a time differential indicating

whether the associated vehicle is ahead of schedule or behind schedule. Optionally,

the progress monitoring module can make other comparisons. For example, the

route illustrated in Figure 4 could also include an estimated fuel consumption. For

example, the route illustrated in Figure 4 can include an estimated total fuel use for

each point along the route.

[0070] In such embodiments, the progress monitoring module could

access diagnostic information from the associated vehicle, using known techniques,

to determine the amount of fuel consumption at each point along the route. Thus, in

such an embodiment, the progress monitoring module can compare the status the

actual status of the vehicle, and in particular, the cumulative amount of fuel used

from the beginning of the route to the expected amount of fuel used. Other aspects

of the progress of the vehicle along the predetermined route can also be used as an

indication of status. After the operation block 12 15 , the process 1200 can move on

to operation block 1220.

[0071] Any operation block 1220, the progress monitoring module can

report the results of the comparison to a user. For example, as shown in Figures 7

and 8 , the progress monitoring module can be configured to output a list of stops for

one or more vehicles indicating "slow jobs" as jobs are stops along the

predetermined route in which the vehicle was late. Similarly, the progress monitoring

module could output indications should referring to "Ms. jobs". Further, progress

monitoring module can highlight when a vehicle has performed "unexpected jobs".

The great further illustrates an optional organization for output from the progress

monitoring module.

[0072] The output from the progress monitoring module, with regard to

outputting progress of vehicles along a predetermined route, can be included in

clustered graphical reporting. For example, as shown in figures 9 and 10 , progress

monitoring module can create a graphical representation of a cluster of vehicles,

with a graphical representation of the proportions of on-time jobs completed and

slow jobs. For example, with reference to the cluster identified by the reference



embodiment, about one quarter of those vehicles are on time and thus the indication

1400 is one quarter green along its periphery. On the other hand, three quarters of

the vehicle are slow along their routes, and thus three quarters of the periphery of

the indicator 1400 is red. Other techniques can also be used.

[0073] With reference to figure 5 , the progress monitoring module can

also be configured to perform a process 1300 which includes an optional

determination if a magnitude of a difference between actual status and expected

status is greater than a predetermined threshold.

[0074] For example, the process 1300 can operate essentially similar to

the process 1200 of Figure 5 . However, the process 1300 can include a decision

block 1325 in which it is determined whether the actual status determined in

operation block 1305 and the expected status determined in operation block 13 10 ,

is greater than a predetermined threshold. If the difference is not greater than a

predetermined threshold, then the process 1300 returns and reruns. However, if the

difference determined in decision block 1325 is greater than the predetermined

threshold, then the process 1300 can move on to operation block 1330.

[0075] In operation block 1330, the process 1300 and output in excess of

difference indication to a user. For example, as noted above with regard to Figures 7

- 10 , the progress monitoring module can be configured to highlight or color red, or

do other things to visually or otherwise indicate to a user that the predetermined

threshold is exceeded. Other techniques can also be used.

VII. Terminology

[0076] As used herein, the term "street," in addition to having its ordinary

meaning, can include, among other things, a road, a highway, a freeway, a toll road,

a turnpike, an arterial road, a frontage road, an on-ramp, an off-ramp, a city street, a

surface street, a residential street, a dirt road, a parking lot, a driveway, an

intersection, a traffic circle, a roundabout, a rotary, an alley, any path upon which a

vehicle can travel, combinations of the same, or the like. Further, although this

specification refers primarily to streets for automobiles, trucks, and the like, the



such as railroads, flight paths, and waterways.

[0077] Many variations other than those described herein will be apparent

from this disclosure. For example, depending on the embodiment, certain acts,

events, or functions of any of the algorithms described herein can be performed in a

different sequence, can be added, merged, or left out all together (e.g., not all

described acts or events are necessary for the practice of the algorithms).

Moreover, in certain embodiments, acts or events can be performed concurrently,

e.g., through multi-threaded processing, interrupt processing, or multiple processors

or processor cores or on other parallel architectures, rather than sequentially. In

addition, different tasks or processes can be performed by different machines

and/or computing systems that can function together. Execution in a cloud

computing environment in some embodiments supports a multiplicity of conditions to

be computed contemporaneously.

[0078] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and algorithm steps

described in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented

as electronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. To clearly

illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software, various illustrative

components, blocks, modules, and steps have been described above generally in

terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as hardware

or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints imposed

on the overall system. For example, the vehicle management system 150 can be

implemented by one or more computer systems or by a computer system including

one or more processors. The described functionality can be implemented in varying

ways for each particular application, but such implementation decisions should not

be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the disclosure.

[0079] The various illustrative logical blocks and modules described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed herein can be implemented or

performed by a machine, such as a general purpose processor, a digital signal

processor (DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field

programmable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate



designed to perform the functions described herein. A general purpose processor

can be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor can be a controller,

microcontroller, or state machine, combinations of the same, or the like. A

processor can also be implemented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a

combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or

more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such

configuration. A computing environment can include any type of computer system,

including, but not limited to, a computer system based on a microprocessor, a

mainframe computer, a digital signal processor, a portable computing device, a

personal organizer, a device controller, and a computational engine within an

appliance, to name a few.

[0080] The steps of a method, process, or algorithm described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed herein can be embodied directly in

hardware, in a software module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the

two. A software module can reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory,

EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-

ROM, or any other form of non-transitory computer-readable storage medium known

in the art. An exemplary storage medium can be coupled to the processor such that

the processor can read information from, and write information to, the storage

medium. In the alternative, the storage medium can be integral to the processor.

The processor and the storage medium can reside in an ASIC. The ASIC can

reside in a user terminal. In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium

can reside as discrete components in a user terminal.

[0081] Conditional language used herein, such as, among others, "can,"

"might," "may," "e.g.," and the like, unless specifically stated otherwise, or otherwise

understood within the context as used, is generally intended to convey that certain

embodiments include, while other embodiments do not include, certain features,

elements and/or states. Thus, such conditional language is not generally intended

to imply that features, elements and/or states are in any way required for one or

more embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily include logic for



elements and/or states are included or are to be performed in any particular

embodiment. The terms "comprising," "including," "having," and the like are

synonymous and are used inclusively, in an open-ended fashion, and do not

exclude additional elements, features, acts, operations, and so forth. Also, the term

"or" is used in its inclusive sense (and not in its exclusive sense) so that when used,

for example, to connect a list of elements, the term "or" means one, some, or all of

the elements in the list. Further, the term "each," as used herein, in addition to

having its ordinary meaning, can mean any subset of a set of elements to which the

term "each" is applied.

[0082] While the above detailed description has shown, described, and

pointed out novel features as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood

that various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the

devices or algorithms illustrated can be made without departing from the spirit of the

disclosure. As will be recognized, certain embodiments of the inventions described

herein can be embodied within a form that does not provide all of the features and

benefits set forth herein, as some features can be used or practiced separately from

others.



1. A system for monitoring progress of a plurality of vehicles in a vehicle

fleet, the system comprising:

a routing module configured to generate at least one predetermined

route for at least one of the vehicles; and

a progress monitoring module configured to determine an actual status

of the at least one vehicle and to compare the actual status to an expected

status of the vehicle along the predetermined route.

2 . The system of claim 1, wherein the progress monitoring module is

configured to calculate a magnitude of a difference between the actual status and

the expected status.

3 . The system of claim 1, wherein progress monitoring module is

configured to receive an input from a user defining a threshold related to a

magnitude of a difference between the actual status in the expected status.

4 . The system of claim 3 , wherein the progress monitoring module is

configured to determine if a magnitude of difference between the actual status and

the expected status is greater than the predetermined threshold.

5 . The system of claim 4 , wherein the progress monitoring module is

configured to provide an alert to a user if the magnitude of the difference is greater

than the predetermined threshold.

6 . A method for monitoring the progress of a plurality of vehicles in a

vehicle fleet, the method comprising:

determining an actual status of at least one vehicle in a vehicle fleet;

determining and expected status of the at least one vehicle along a

predetermined route;

determining a difference between the expected status and the actual

status; and

reporting the difference to a user.

7 . The method according to claim 6 , wherein reporting the difference to a

user comprises reporting the difference to a vehicle fleet management professional.



predetermined threshold related to the difference between the expected status and

the actual status.

9 . The method according to claim 8 , further comprising determining

whether the difference between the expected status in the actual status is greater

than the predetermined threshold.

10 . The method according to claim 9 further comprising reporting that the

difference is greater than the predetermined threshold to a user.
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